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286 D, and C. Therefore, A&G, TOI and general plant depreciation expense must be 

287 assigned and apportioned to the functions within the ECOSS based on cost causation. 

288 V. FUNCTIONALIZATION OF GENERAL AND INTANGIBLE PLANT 

289 Q. Please discuss in general how G&IP can be apportioned among the T, D, and C 

290 functions. 

291 A. There are two general methodologies available--direct assignment and the use of generic 

292 functionalization factors or ratios. These methods can be used in combination with each 

293 other. Applying generic ratios is the method that has generally been used in CornEd's 

294 past general base rate proceedings involving bundled retail services. Underpinning this 

295 method offunctionalization is the premise that the cost causation ofG&IP by function is 

296 directly correlated with the distribution between P-T-D-C of one or more generic factors 

297 and that more accurate allocation of specific types ofG&IP to specific functions is not 

298 practical or worthwhile. For example, in a bundled cost of service G&IP is often 

299 functionalized based on the distribution of W&S or P-T-D plant ratios (excluding G&IP). 

300 Using generic W&S ratios applies the theory that most GP seems to be plant that houses 

301 Administrative & General type activities (such as administering employee pension and 

302 benefit plans and performing other employee-related functions, such as training). An 

303 alternate method of apportioning G&IP is based on an observation that much of this type 

304 of plant seems to be directly involved in "supporting" P-T -0 plant. For example, the 

305 accounts representing stores, tools and equipment, power operated equipment, etc., seem 

306 intuitively to be directly related to the amounts ofP-T-O owned by the utility. Under this 

307 theory, a reasonable method offunctionalizing G&IP is to employ generic plant ratios

308 the respective shares ofP, T, and 0 among-themselves. 
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309 Direct assignment is the alternative to using generic functionalization ratios. It requires a 

310 review of the cost components of the company's operations and accounts to perform 

311 detailed analyses of the uses of all of the specific elements (sub-accounts) of plant and 

312 equipment booked to the G&IP accounts. The objective of the analysis is to functionalize 

313 the specific sub-accounts (in this case, T-D-C), according to use, and, therefore, cost 

314 causation. 

315 Q. Which of the two methods is more accurate? 

316 A. Direct assignment, based on detailed studies, is inherently more accurate than any general 

317 allocation methodology, whether based on W&S, plant, or a combination of the two. 

318 Direct assignment examines cost causation factors explicitly with respect to each primary 

319 account. Add itional support for the accuracy of direct assignment will be developed later 

320 in my testimony when I discuss CornEd's method of apportioning G&IP. Nevertheless, it 

321 is intuitively obvious that functionalization ofG&IP based on studies of plant accounts is 

322 more accurate than the use of a "broad-brush" approach using generic ratios. Indeed, the 

323 ICC has recognized that direct assignment or a "hybrid" methodology combining direct 

324 assignment and labor allocators, is superior to use ofgeneric allocators: 

325 "As a general proposition, the Commission believes that direct 
326 assignment of costs is superior to the appl ication of general 
327 allocators if the costs are suited to direct assignment and sufficient 
328 cost data is available to make direct assignments ...." 

329 (October 4, 2000 order in Docket No. 99-0013 at 44.) 
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330 Q. Please explain why CornEd has ejected to use the direct assignment method in this 

331 filing. 

332 A. ComEd's choice of the direct assignment method followed from the nature ofthe 

333 delivery services costs at issue in the current proceeding. In the context of ComEd's 

334 provision of D + C through its delivery service tariffs, it is imperative that all costs be 

335 functionalized as accurately as possible. ComEd's delivery service tariffs must 

336 accurately develop the costs of providing D + C services only, and this can be 

337 accomplished only if G&IP and other cost components that were functionalized in the 

338 past by generic methods are, by contrast, functionalized to the greatest extent possible by 

339 direct assignment according to the results of detailed studies. In sum, in this context, it is 

340 important to ComEd and its customers that the most accurate functionalization of all cost 

341 elements is attained. 

342 Q. Please discuss the direct assignment of G&JP among the T -D-C functions. 

343 A. ComEd directly assigned G&IP to these broad functional categories, based on detailed 

344 studies performed by ComEd's personnel. The specific methods and processes used by 

345 ComEd's personnel to fUllctionalize G&IP are not the subject of my testimony. ComEd 

346 witness Jerome Hill (ComEd Ex. 5.0) describes the methods used by Com Ed to achieve 

347 the functionalization ofG&IP to T, D, and C. The objective of my testimony here is to 

348 describe how we incorporated the functionalized results into the ECOSS. The direct 

349 assignment ofG&IP is accomplished in ECOSS by the development of specific function 

350 factors for each of the G& I P sub-accounts. These function factors are shown on 

351 Schedule I b, rows 405 through 505. 
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352 ComEd's direct assignment process allocates approximately 72% ofG&IP to the 

353 distribution services functions. If a generic W&S functionalization had been used, 

354 approximately 89% ofG&IP would have been functionalized to distribution. The 

355 difference is substantially due to the fact that ComEd's analysis supports the direct 

356 assignment of approximately 47% of Account 397 (Communications Equipment) to the 

357 transmission function. This account constitutes nearly half of general plant. A generic 

358 W &S allocation would only functionalize about 17% of Account 397 to transmission. 

359 In sum, ComEd's direct assignment ofG&IP is not only more accurate than use of a 

360 generic W&S methodology, it also assigns significantly more G&JP to the transmission 

361 function than if a generic allocator were used. 

362 VI. FUNCTIONALIZATION OF A&G EXPENSES 

363 Q. Please discuss CornEd's treatment of A&G expenses in the ECOSS. 

364 A. A&G expenses (accounts 920-935) have been functionalized to T, D, C and Non-DST by 

365 generic W&S ratios or, where appropriate. plant ratios. Notwithstanding ComEd's 

366 preference for functionalizing A&G expenses by direct assignment (as authorized by the 

367 ICC in its final order in Docket No. 01-0423), the information is no longer available to 

368 perform an accurate direct assignment. The reason is that, subsequent to the last 

369 distribution services general rate proceeding, ComEd has re-organized, and many 

370 administrative functions formerly performed within Com Ed are now performed by 

371 ExeIon Corporation's wholly-owned subsidiary, Exelon Business Services Company 

372 ("BSC"). Expenses for performing these functions are billed by BSC to ComEd and they 

373 are recorded in Account 923 Outside Services Employed. Because the BSC bills are all 
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